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Abstract 

Dysregulated microRNA associated pathways contribute to the pathology of neurological 

disorders, hence presenting themselves as a potential candidate for motor neuron disease 

(MND) diagnosis. Herein, we reported an enzymatic amplification-free approach for the 

electrochemical detection of exosomal microRNA (miR-338-3p) from preconditioned media 

of motor neurons obtained from amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) patients and healthy 

controls. Our assay utilises a three-step strategy that involves (i) initial isolation and 

purification of exosomal miR-338-3p from patients and healthy controls using biotinylated 

complementary capture probe followed by heat-release of the specific target, (ii) direct 

adsorption of target miR-338-3p onto the gold-loaded ferric oxide nanocatalyst (AuNP-

Fe2O3NC) through affinity interaction between microRNA and exposed gold surfaces within 

the AuNP-Fe2O3NC, and (iii)  gold nanocatalyst-induced electrocatalytic signal amplification 

through methylene blue-ferricyanide redox cycling (MB/[Fe(CN)6]3-). The electrocatalytic 

signal is monitored by using chronocoulometry at the AuNP-Fe2O3NC-modified screen-printed 

carbon electrode (AuNP-Fe2O3NC/SPCE). We demonstrated the detection of miR-338-3p as 

low as 100 aM in spiked buffer samples with a relative standard deviation of (%RSD) <5.0% 

(n = 5). We also demonstrate the successful detection of miR-338-3p from a small cohort of 

preconditioned media of motor neurons obtained from ALS patients and healthy controls. The 

sensor avoids the use of conventional recognition and transduction layers in hybridization-

based electrochemical miRNA biosensors, polymerase-based amplifications. It is robust, fast 

(<2.5 hr) and potentially applicable to a wide variety of other miRNA detection.  
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1. Introduction 

Motor neuron disease (MND) is a progressive and fatal neurodegenerative disorder, leading to 

the loss of upper and lower motor neurons and eventually death within 2-3 years of illness 

onset.[1-2] MND results from the relapse of lower motor neurons in the spinal cord, and/or the 

brainstem and upper motor neurones in the motor cortex, or both.[3-4] It ultimately leads to 

progressive loss of the use of their limbs, i.e. it affects the ability to speak, move, breathe and 

swallow. Among the four clinical phenotypes of MND (amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, isolated 

bulbar palsy,  progressive muscular atrophy and primary lateral sclerosis), amyotrophic lateral 

sclerosis (ALS) is the most common type representing 70% of the cases occurring 2-3 per 

100,000 people worldwide in a year.[5] Recent studies have shown that mutations in the genes 

encoding the RNA-binding proteins FUS/TLS [ALS6 locus][6] and TARDBP/TDP43 [ALS10 

locus][7] recommend the critical roles of regulatory RNA in the pathogenesis of ALS.[8] 

Interestingly, these disease-associated RNA-binding proteins were recognized in neuronal 

RNA granules and with microRNA (miRNA)-associated complexes.[9] To date, several studies 

have shown that miRNAs are differentially expressed in ALS patients when compared to 

controls in a variety of biofluids, including CSF, and in the blood-derived components plasma 

and serum and therefore considered as potential biomarkers for ALS. 

MicroRNAs (miRNAs) are a large group of small (~ 22 nucleotides) non-coding single-strand 

RNAs that play essential roles in gene expression via post-transcriptional regulation. They 

generally bind the 3´-untranslated region of mRNAs, leading to the gene silencing through 

mRNA cleavage, translational repression and adenylation.[10-11] Dysregulation of these highly 

conserved regulatory RNAs can potentially impact on the progression and prognosis of the 

disease and have gained immense interest in recent time as diagnostic biomarkers, especially 

in cancer.[8] Non-coding RNAs are also reported as profusely expressed in the central nervous 
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system (CNS), and aberrancies in miRNA expression patterns have been described in several 

neurodegenerative diseases.[12] However, the roles of individual miRNAs are not fully 

understood in neurodegenerative disease (probably due to the nervous system complexity and 

technical difficulties), but several reports have provided evidence that miRNAs play significant 

roles in neurodegenerative disorders, including miR338-3p/miR-106/miR-451 in ALS.[13-14] 

For instance, miR-338-3p is stated to control several molecular pathways and contribute to 

ALS pathological processes through apoptosis, neurodegeneration, and/or glutamate 

clearance.[15] Furthermore, miR-338-3p expression was noticeably upregulated in ALS patient 

leukocytes, serum, CSF and spinal cord in comparison to that of healthy controls, identifying 

it as an attractive prognostic circulating biomarker of ALS disease onset.[16] Nevertheless, 

circulating miRNA suffers from RNAase cleavage and other environmental damage, therefore 

encapsulated miRNA such as exosomal (the lipid-bilayer protects them from RNase 

degradation, providing a stable source of miRNAs) or apoptotic miRNAs could be highly 

informative for early diagnosis.[10,17] Currently, miRNA detection mostly relies on 

conventional nucleic acid detection assays such as quantitative reverse transcription PCR (RT-

qPCR), microarrays, Northern blot, and RNA-sequencing. Despite being reliable in laboratory 

settings, these conventional techniques are expensive and not suitable for the resource-poor 

and decentralized settings.[10-11] Electrochemical assays, on the contrary, have shown more 

potential for clinical application due to their inherent advantages of being inexpensive, simple, 

rapid, and miniaturized. Most of the electrochemical sensors for miRNA however still rely on 

multiple sensor fabrication steps, some sorts of enzymatic amplification (e.g. isothermal 

transcription mediation amplification (TMA)[18] or reverse transcription-PCR (RT-PCR)[19] and 

target RNA modification (e. g., polyadenylation, labelling) which could destabilize RNA and 

complicate the assay protocol.[10] Furthermore, having rigorous target selectivity and faster 
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analysis time, many of these sensors lack additional signal enhancement steps, thereby failing 

to achieve the sensitivity levels required for the analysis of miRNA in clinical samples.[20]  

With the state-of-the-art advancement in nanotechnology, nanostructured materials with 

superparamagnetic behaviour and biocompatibility are currently transitioning to a new 

paradigm of applications in the fields of biosensing, where they are used in developing novel 

methods and devices for diagnosis and monitoring of specific diseases via detecting levels of 

disease-specific biomolecules.[11,21] They exhibit advantages in molecular diagnostics, 

particularly in disease diagnosis by breaking down the barrier for structural miniaturization of 

diagnostic platforms, accelerating the signal transduction and hence boosting the sensitivity of 

the analysis. Their electrocatalytic properties can be exploited to espouse many novel 

transduction schemes.[21-23] Recently, we have reported a new class of gold-loaded 

superparamagnetic ferric oxide nanocubes (AuNP-Fe2O3NC), which exhibits multiple 

functionalities, e.g. enhanced catalytic activity toward the common electroactive molecules,[21] 

direct adsorption aptitude for a large number of nucleic acids (DNA, RNA) through 

gold−nucleic acid affinity interactions,[23] magnetic dispersible capture vehicles24 and 

peroxidase mimetic activity (as nanozymes).[25-26] In our previous reports, we have achieved a 

limit of detection (LOD) of 10 pM miRNA.[21] This LOD could be further improved by 

chronocoulometric interrogation of methylene blue (MB), a commonly used nucleic acid redox 

marker, within the surface-bound miRNA coupled with the [Fe(CN)6]3-/4- redox system.  

Herein, we report the electrocatalytic activity of AuNP-Fe2O3NC[21] towards the 

MB/[Fe(CN)6]3-/4- redox cycling for the first time to achieve ultrasensitive detection of 

neurodegenerative disease (e.g. ALS)-specific exosomal miRNA. The exosomes were first 

extracted from the preconditioned media of motor neurons (ALS). Target miRNA were then 

extracted from the exosomes and magnetically purified. After purification, they were directly 
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adsorbed onto the AuNP-Fe2O3NC modified a screen-printed carbon electrode (SPCE) 

(magnetically bound onto SPCE) via gold-RNA affinity interaction. The level of electrode-

bound miRNAs was quantified by chronocoulometric (CC) charge interrogation in the presence 

of MB, which was electrostatically attached with the guanine bases of target miRNA. The 

signal was further amplified by using the ferri/ferrocyanide ([Fe(CN)6]3-/4-) system. To test the 

applicability of our assay both in synthetic and ALS motor neuron-derived exosomal miRNA 

samples, we used miR-338-3p as a model target. This miRNA was reported to have a strong 

correlation with the progression of MND. The electrocatalytic activity of AuNP-Fe2O3NC 

coupled with the MB/[Fe(CN)6]3-/4- redox cycling facilitates our assay to achieve a LOD of 100 

aM with good reproducibility (relative standard deviation, %RSD, of <5% for n = 3). 

 

3. Result and Discussion 

3.1. Electrocatalytic activity of nanocubes towards methylene blue (MB) 

The synthesis and detailed characterization of AuNP-Fe2O3NC nanocubes (SEM, wide-angle 

XRD patterns, elemental mapping images for O, Fe, and Au and EDX spectrum) have been 

reported in our earlier paper.[21] The AuNP-Fe2O3NC was synthesized by deposition of AuNPs 

on to the porous Fe2O3 nanocubes. The porous iron oxide nanocubes (NPFe2O3NC) was 

prepared from Prussian blue (PB) nanocubes via calcination of PB at 250 oC. After deposition 

of AuNPs, uniformly sized AuNPs (~3–6 nm) are dispersed on the surface of Fe2O3NC. The 

loading amount of AuNPs was around 2 wt% in the product. The nanocube was found to be 

superparamagnetic from the complete reversibility of the M–H curve recorded at room 

temperature (300 K). The presence of gold within the porous structure is highly desirable as it 

enables easy and simple functionalization of the AuNP-Fe2O3NC with miRNA via gold-

miRNA affinity interactions.[10-11]  
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To achieve an ultrasensitive detection, nanostructured materials should have superior 

conductivity, high catalytic activity, biocompatibility and a synergetic effect among them to 

accelerate the signal transduction towards the electrocatalytic reduction of target-bound or 

intercalated redox molecules.[11] To assess the electrocatalytic activity of AuNP-Fe2O3NC, 

AuNP-Fe2O3NC modified GCE is directly used as a working electrode for electrochemical 

detection of electroactive redox marker MB in 0.01M PBS (pH 7.0). It has been shown from 

Figure 1(a), AuNPs-Fe2O3NC modified-GCE (GCE/AuNP-Fe2O3NC) displayed a pair of well-

defined redox peaks in 50 μM MB solution at -241 mV and -272 mV (vs. Ag/AgCl), indicating 

a two-electron redox process of MB (ΔE = 31 mV, Figure 1a). The GCE/AuNP-Fe2O3NC 

offered significantly enhanced cathodic (ipc), and anodic (ipa) peak currents in comparison with 

the GCE/bare electrode (Figure 1a). Notably, ipc increased approximately 2.8-times (7.50 vs. 

18.5 µA cm-2) with Epc shifted by -19 mV, whereas ipa increased approximately 2.8-times (7.5 

vs. 21 µA cm-2) with Epa moved by around -27 mV. The very similar current response was also 

obtained from differential pulse voltammetry (DPV) measurements (23.2 vs. 71.5 µA cm-2; 

Figure 1b). These data indicate that AuNP-Fe2O3NC catalysed both the oxidation and reduction 

process of MB.  

Regarding the electrochemical mechanism of nanocube catalysis (diffusion or adsorption 

controlled) that take place on the GCE electrode surface, we performed CV measurements of 

both bare and GCE/AuNP-Fe2O3NC modified GCE (Figure S1a in Electronic supplementary 

Information (Supporting Information) as a function of different scan rate (ν). Both ipc and ipa 

are proportional at the scan rates values (10-1500 mVs-1) and showed a linear relationship with 

ν1/2 for both the bare and AuNP-Fe2O3NC modified GCE, which indicates the electrode process 

is diffusion-controlled (Figure. 1c and d)[31] and the equations can be expressed as, ipc (µA) = 

0.9404 ν1/2 (mVs-1)  ̶  2.7240, r2 = 0.97 for bare and ipa (µA) = -0.6443 ν1/2 (mVs-1)  + 3.5644, 

r2 = 0.9714 for AuNP-Fe2O3NC modified GCE. Moreover, the plot of ipa and ipc versus ν1/2 for 
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AuNP-Fe2O3NC modified GCE (Figure S1e and f in Supporting Information) showed a steeper 

slope than that of the bare GCE (Figure S1b and c in Supporting Information), verifying the 

catalytic performance of AuNP-Fe2O3NC towards the redox reaction of MB. However, the 

slope for ipc versus ν1/2 was exhibited steeper than that of ipa versus ν1/2, suggesting the AuNP-

Fe2O3NC has higher catalytic activity towards reduction of MB than that of oxidation. To 

further examine the performance of and AuNP-Fe2O3NC, we conducted the CV measurement 

at different concentration of MB (0 to 200 µM) (Figure S2 in Supporting Information). With 

increasing strength of the MB, the peak currents increase gradually, reaching saturation at 150 

µM MB (Figure S2), revealing that the porous structure of AuNP-Fe2O3NC (Figure S3) 

provides an enormous surface to accelerate the redox reactions.  

CV and DPV responses of AuNP-Fe2O3NC modified SPCE was also studied using 2 

mM [Fe(CN)6]3- system. As shown in Figure S4a (Supporting Information), the nanocube 

modified SPCE generated a CV with two redox peaks with the jpa and jpc of 178 µC cm-2 and 

181 µC cm-2 respectively. The electrode also generated a DPV redox peak current of 178 µC 

cm-2 (Figure S4b in Supporting Information). 

3.2. Electrocatalytic detection of miRNA  

The principle of our miRNA assay is schematically depicted in Figure 2. To demonstrate the 

working principle of the developed sensor, we initially extracted the total small RNA from the 

exosomes obtained from preconditioned media of motor neurons (healthy controls and ALS 

patients). To isolate the specific miRNA target from this bulk RNA pool, we designed a 

biotinylated capture probe complementary to the target miR-338-3p sequence and used a 

magnetic bead-based capture and isolation protocol outlined in our previous report.[21] After 

magnetic isolation, the target miR-338-3p was released from the surface of the magnetic beads 

via heating. The released miR-338-3p was directly adsorbed on to the AuNP-Fe2O3NC-
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modified SPCE via RNA–gold affinity interaction, which follows conventional physisorption 

and chemisorption mechanism through the direct interaction of nitrogen atoms of nucleobase 

ring’s with gold and the partial contribution from the exocyclic amino group and charge 

transfer between the aromatic ring and gold surface.[11,21] The profound understanding of the 

mechanism underlying adsorption of single-stranded nucleic acid (miRNA) was provided by 

the landmark studies from Mirkin, Tarlov and Rothberg group.[32-35] The AuNP-Fe2O3NC is 

magnetically attached to the SPCE surface through the magnetic interaction between a static 

magnetic disc (placed under the SPCE) and the superparamagnetic nanocubes. This allows us 

to reuse the SPCE by removing the static magnet which ultimately removes nanocubes from 

the electrode surface. The adsorbed miRNA was detected by CC interrogation in the presence 

of MB. It has been shown that MB can bind with DNA sequences in at least three different 

manners; i) specific binding between MB and guanine bases,[36] ii) intercalation of MB in the 

DNA double helix,[37] and iii) electrostatic interaction between anionic DNA and cationic 

MB.[38] Herein, MB cations act as a signalling molecule that stoichiometrically binds to the 

guanine bases of miRNA and quantitatively indicates the amount of miRNA localized at the 

electrode surface. In this method, the nanocube (AuNP-Fe2O3NC) offers ultra-sensitive 

detection through the catalytic properties of mesoporous Fe2O3 and greater adsorption of 

miRNA onto AuNPs of the nanocube, which can provide pico-molar level detection of 

miRNA.[21]  

It is noteworthy to mention that some clinical samples may contain a trace amount of target 

miRNA (probably less than pico-molar), which impulses the need for an ultrasensitive assay. 

To obtain such an assay, we used electrocatalytic redox cycling based on MB and [Fe(CN)6]3- 

redox system (shown in equation 1 and 2). In this process, electrons flow from the electrode 

surface to intercalated MB+ in miRNA resulted in the formation of LB+ (reduced form of MB+) 

(eqn 1). LB+ then reduces ferricyanide in solution, thereby regenerating MB+ catalytically (eqn 
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2), and the catalytic cycle continues.[39-40] This catalytic redox cycling allows multiple 

turnovers of MB+ resulting in a large increase in the electrochemical signal.[41]  Previously 

Boon et al. have shown that the negatively charged ferricyanide gave no CV response at the 

DNA-modified electrode. However, in the presence of a micro-molar concentration of MB+, 

the electrode showed a significant peak current similar to that expected for the reduction of 

ferricyanide at the diffusion-controlled limit.[42] Therefore, the amount of intercalated/attached 

MB within the surface-bound miRNA appears to be a key element in our redox-cycling 

amplification process and the CC charge generated by MB and [Fe(CN)6]3- system should have 

a clear correlation with the concentration of miRNA. 

MB+  +  2e-  + 1H+                    LB     (1) 

LB   +  2[Fe(CN)6]3-                          2[Fe(CN)6]4-  + MB+  (2) 

3.3. Assay functionality and specificity 

To check the assay functionality and specificity, the target miR-338-3p and a series of control 

miRNA sequences were analysed. As can be seen from Figure 3, the bare SPCE generated a 

negligible amount of charge. This can be explained by the fact that there was no electrocatalytic 

AuNP-Fe2O3NC or miRNA on the electrode surface and hence negligible amount of MB+ 

present on the surface. The control samples (PBS were used instead of miRNA) generated 5.2 

µC cm-2, whereas the Qdl (absence of MB+) generated 4.6 µC cm-2 of charge. Over two-fold 

charge response for the control sample in comparison to that of the bare SPCE was due to the 

electrocatalytic effect AuNP-Fe2O3NC. The slight reduction of charge generation of Qdl than 

that of the control sample could be due to the blockage of some catalytic sites by the adsorbed 

miRNA. Notably, no additional charge from the adsorption of target miRNA was observed. 

This is because in the absence of MB+, no intercalation occurred and hence no charge was 

associated from adsorbed miRNA. The assay was also tested with miR-21 (named as wrong 

target-WT) which sequences mismatched with the target miR-338-3p and non-complementary 
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to the capture probe used for miR-338-3p isolation and purification. Like control, a very similar 

response (4.4 µC cm-2) was attributed for WT sequence of miR21 (a 22 bp miRNA). This is 

because no miR-338-3p were isolated and hence no adsorption of the target onto the surface of 

AuNP-Fe2O3NC has occurred. However, a minuscule increase of charge was due to adsorption 

of the small amount of MB+ onto the AuNP-Fe2O3NC surface. A substantial amount of charge 

(4.6 vs. 16.1 µC cm-2) have been observed when the same amount (10 pM) of miR-338-3p was 

interrogated onto the sensor surface, indicating the functionality and specificity of the sensor. 

This is because a significant amount of target miR-338-3p were isolated via the specific-capture 

probe and adsorbed onto the AuNP-Fe2O3NC/SPCE surface. The intercalated MB+ within the 

surface-bound miR-338-3p resulted in a high level of CC charges. As expected, a further 

enhancement in CC charges resulted in the presence [Fe(CN)6]3- system. With the same amount 

of starting miRNA (10 pM), the redox cycling system offered almost 3-times of higher CC 

charges (45.16 vs. 16.1 µC cm-2), which is due to the multiple turnovers of MB+, demonstrating 

the high specificity of our assay. We envisage that along with high loading capacity and 

electrocatalytic activity of AuNP-Fe2O3NC (towards MB+, and/or MB+/[Fe(CN)6]3-) a few 

others features attributed this high specificity of our assay; (i)  magnetic bead-based 

purifications deliver purified targets miRNA to the sensor surface, (ii) the direct adsorption of 

miRNA on to the sensor surface revoke the tedious surface chemistry for nucleic acid 

immobilization and detection, (iii) the clinical (plasma or serum) or spiked samples are 

spatially separated from the sensor surface, thereby avoids the adsorption of unwanted-species 

(e.g. proteins, non-targeted nucleic acids).   

 

3.4. Optimization of the experimental parameters and stability of the sensor  

To maintain the physiological pH, we carried out all experiments using the buffer 

solutions of pH of 7.4. In order to optimise the amount of AuNP-Fe2O3NC nanocubes and 
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incubation time required for microRNA adsorption in sensor design, we have measured the 

sensor response for 10 pM of miR-338-3p. As can be seen from Fig S5 (a), the sensor-generated 

negligible CC charges (QmiRNA signal) when it was prepared using 1 mg of nanocubes. The CC 

charges increased with increasing the amount of nanocube, where a plateau obtained for >5 mg 

of nanocubes. To minimize the use of nanocube amount, we have chosen 5 mg of nanocube as 

optimal amount for designing the sensors for all subsequent experiments. For optimizing the 

miRNA incubation time, the 10 min incubation provided negligible QmiRNA response. The 

response increased with increasing the incubation time up to the 30 min (Figure S5b) and 

reached a plateau region. At a longer time, more microRNA can be adsorbed onto the sensor 

surface, resulting in enhanced CC interrogation and thus higher responses. Although >30 min 

incubation generated higher responses, we have used 30 min incubation time as optimal for all 

subsequent experiments (to minimize the overall assay time).  In order to check the stability of 

the sensor response, we have taken multiple CC readout of the SPCE/AuNP-Fe2O3NC/miRNA 

(10 pM) electrode using the MB/[Fe(CN)6]3-/4- redox cycling system. It has been shown that 

the sensor generates almost the same charges for over 10-individual runs (Figure S6).  

 

3.5. Assay sensitivity 

To evaluate the assay sensitivity, different concentration of synthetic target miR-338-3p 

ranging from 1µM to 10 pM were initially detected without [Fe(CN)6]3- redox cycling. It has 

been observed that the charge generated by MB intercalation was augmented with increasing 

concentration of miRNA. This was attributed to the higher amount of miRNA was isolated and 

thus adsorbed on to the AuNP-Fe2O3NC-attached SPCE surface. An increased amount of 

adsorbed miRNA contains a relatively higher amount of negatively charged phosphate 

backbone, thus binding with a greater number of positively charged MB+ intercalator and 

thereby, generating higher charge (Figure 4a and c). The level of engendered redox charge 
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indicates that our inexpensive and reusable AuNP-Fe2O3NC-attached SPCE can detect 10 fM 

miRNA with higher selectivity and specificity.  

To achieve the ultra-low level of detection, we have coupled our assay with [Fe(CN)6]3- 

redox system. The MB+/[Fe(CN)6]3- redox cycling resulted in boosted charge amplification, 

which results in the detection of 100 aM level of miRNA (Figure 4 b and d). This redox cycling 

ensuing in the sharp upsurge in the electron flux produces an enhanced CC readout. The 

response for 100 aM miR-338-3p was clearly distinguishable from the (noise) data (Bare 

electrode = 1.7 µC cm-2). By using the signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) of 3.0, we have estimated the 

limit of detection (LOD) of our assay is 100 aM with a dynamic range from 100 aM to 1 nM. 

It is noteworthy to state that before redox cycle (only MB+), the assay can detect up to 10 fM, 

and indicating 100-fold more sensitive detection of miR-338-3p via redox cycling (Figure 4). 

The analytical performance of our assay is highly comparable with that of the recently reported 

nanotechnology (nanowire, carbon nanotube) based strategies for mRNA detection.[11] For 

instance, the LOD of our assay is about 10-times more sensitive than recently reported core-

satellite structure of magnetic nanobeads-quantum bead-based fluorescent assay.[43] Our assay 

also showed higher sensitivity compared to that of the recently reported nanostructure-based 

strategies[44-53] (details comparison are shown in Table S2, in Supporting Information). Most 

of these assays relied on cumbersome enzymatic amplification processes, displacement 

reactions, multi-step cascade electrocatalysis or different redox systems. On the contrary, our 

assay design is relatively simple (non-enzymatic, external magnet-based AuNP-Fe2O3NC 

attachment, direct adsorption of target miRNA, electrocatalytic redox cycling signal 

amplification), inexpensive (reusable AuNP-Fe2O3NC-modified SPCE, easy synthesis of 

AuNP-Fe2O3NC), and enzymatic amplification- or label-free.  We believe that the LoD of our 

assay (100 aM) is suitable to quantify the level of miRNA biomarker present in samples 

collected from patients with different stages of various diseases including MND.  
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3.6. Analysis of miR-338-3p in exosomes from ALS patient and healthy control motor 

neurons 

To examine the applicability of this assay for clinical (patient) samples of ALS, we interrogated 

our method in exosomal miRNA sample extracted from preconditioned media of motor 

neurons (ALS). Exosomes are nanovesicles consisting of different functional proteins and 

genetic materials, e.g. mRNA and miRNA, which are secreted from many types of cells.55 

Exosomes work as an intercellular communication vesicle, and they guide axonal development, 

modulate synaptic activity in the nervous system and help to regenerate peripheral nerve 

tissues. [29] Xin et al. testified that exosomes derived from MSC promote neurogenesis, neurite 

remodelling, and functional recovery after stroke. Furthermore, they demonstrated that the 

transfer of miR-133b from mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) to neurons and astrocytes via 

MSC-derived exosomes promotes neurological.[30] miRNA is also known to affect cell growth 

and direct differentiation of stem cells into many types of cells, including neurons.[55]  

 

In this proof of concept assay, we have chosen mir-338-3p, which was extracted from 

exosomes obtained from preconditioned media of motor neurons. It has been reported that miR-

338-3p is over-expressed in blood, CFS, serum and spinal cord from sporadic ALS patients 

and has been considered as a potential biomarker for ALS diagnosis.[15,54] Herein, we have 

analysed two healthy patient samples (named control; C1 and C2) and three ALS samples (P1, 

P2 and P3) in 2 and 4 weeks of motor neuron differentiation.  As can be seen in Figure 5 (a), 

our assay enabled detection of miR-338-3p from both healthy and patient-derived motor neuron 

exosomes. The data showed that the miR-338-3p levels were expressed differently in different 

samples (Figure 5a). With the same amount of starting cell culture media, our method detected 

the lower expression of miR-338-3p in one of the ALS samples (P1) compared to those of two 
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controls and two ALS samples. From the stnadrd curve (shown in Fig 4d), the concentration of 

miR-338-3p estimated to be as; P1 (for W2 and W4) - less than 100 aM (out of assay range); 

P2 – 5.5 pM (W2) and 0.87 (W4) pM, and P3 – 1.1 pM (W2) and 0.87 (W4) pM. Figure 5b 

represents the adjusted p values obtained using two-way ANOVA comparing the control 

(healthy) samples and ALS patient samples. We validated our proof-of-assay performance with 

a standard RT-qPCR method (Figure 5), which shows consistent results with the 

electrochemical measurements. However, control C1 and ALS sample P3 shows no significant 

difference in expression of miR-338-3p. In future studies, we will address these differences 

and evaluate the effects of time during differentiation with miR-338-3p as well as the 

combination of multiple miRNAs on ALS diagnosis.  

 

4. Conclusion 

A simple and inexpensive method has been reported for detecting the ultra-low level of 

exosomal miRNA obtained from preconditioned media of motor neurons of ALS patients and 

healthy control samples. The target miRNA was directly adsorbed onto the AuNP-

Fe2O3NC/SPCE surface via gold-miRNA affinity interaction, and the amount of adsorbed 

miRNA was quantified via chronocoulometric (CC) charge interrogation of the target-bound 

MB. The signal was amplified by the synergic effect of the following three: (i) AuNP-

Fe2O3NC-modified SPCE electrode provides electrocatalytic signal amplification (through the 

catalytic redox reaction of MB) (ii) specific binding capacity of redox intercalator MB with 

surface-attached target miRNA, provides precise signals, and (iii) the electrocatalytic redox 

cycling (MB/[Fe(CN)6]3-) boosted the catalytic signal amplification. The method is relatively 

fast (<2.5 hr), specific, sensitive, and potentially applicable to a wide variety of miRNA 

detection. This method offers some additional advantages-  (i) direct adsorption of target 
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miRNA on an AuNP-Fe2O3NC/SPCE surface substantially simplifies the overall sensing 

approach by avoiding the use of complicated fabrication processes involved in each step of the 

recognition and transduction layers of conventional nucleic acid biosensors, (ii) use of 

magnetic bead-based isolation and purification steps reduce the matrix effect as non-targets 

species can be removed via magnetic washing and thus could enhance the isolation purity and 

efficiency, (iii) disposable screen-printed electrode for detection at a relatively low cost 

(AUD$3 per electrode), and (iv) electrochemical detection that can complement with the 

portable and inexpensive detection platform, and thus decidedly potential to translate the 

method into a simple and affordable screening of miRNA in biological samples. We foretell 

that the assay could also be radially extended to other miRNA marker detection through the 

further design of nanostructures and adaption of capture probe sequences.  

 

Experimental Section 

Cell culture and cell culture media collection 

All experimental protocols were approved by the University of Wollongong Human Research 

Ethics Committees. The methods were carried out by the guidelines as set out in the National 

Statement on Ethical Conduct in Research Involving Humans, and informed consent was 

obtained from all donors. Skin samples were collected from two healthy individuals and three 

ALS patients, and human feeder-free iPSCs were generated as previously described.[27-28] The 

iPSCs were confirmed pluripotent by Pluritest and were karyotyped to verify the lack of 

chromosomal changes during reprogramming. The iPSCs were cultured on Matrigel (Corning) 

coated tissue culture plates in TeSR-E8 (Stem Cell Technologies) at 37 °C, 5% CO2 in a 

humidified incubator. Differentiation of iPSCs to motor neurons was performed as previously 

described.[29-30] Using cell scrapers, iPSC colonies were detached from the plate and cultured 
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in a non-tissue culture plate for 4 days in neural induction media to form embryoid bodies. 

(Please see details in Supporting Information). 

Isolation of exosome and exosomal (total) small RNA 

Total exosome was obtained from motor neuron preconditioned media using total exosome 

isolation reagent (Invitrogen) following manufacturers guidelines. The RNA was then 

extracted from exosomes using the total exosome RNA and protein isolation kit (Life 

Technologies, Australia) as per the manufacturer’s instructions. Briefly, the exosome was diluted 

with 10 mM PBS to a total volume of 200 µL followed by the addition of the same amount of 

2× denaturing solution. To lyse the exosomes, acid-phenol: chloroform was added and vortexed 

vigorously for a minute. The mixture was then centrifuged at 12,000 g for 5 min at the room-

temperature to split up the mixture into aqueous (upper) and organic (lower) phases. The upper 

phase was then subsequently treated with ethanol to dissolve and remove larger RNA and DNA 

present in the sample. The loop of small miRNA was eluted from filter cartridge and stored -

20 ˚Ϲ for further analysis. 

Electrocatalytic detection of adsorbed microRNA 

The nanocube adsorbed miRNA was quantified by chronocoulometric measurements in 

absence and presence of 2.0 µM MB with a potential step of 5 mV, a pulse width of 250 ms, 

and a sample interval of 2 min. Using CC, the amount of miRNA adsorbed onto the AuNP-

Fe2O3NC/SPCE surface was calculated from the number of cationic redox molecules (MB) 

electrostatically associated with the surface-attached anionic phosphate backbone of miRNA 

(Please see details in Supporting Information).  
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Figure Captions 

Figure 1. Electrocatalytic activity of Au-Fe2O3NC in MB redox system. Comparison of the 

CVs (a) and DPV (b) obtained at an unmodified GCE and AuNP-Fe2O3NC-modified GCE in 

50 µM MB (scan rate, 50 mVs-1). CV obtained at GCE/AuNP-Fe2O3NC-electrodes at different 

scan rate (50 μM MB, 0.01 M PBS, pH 7.0) (c); Corresponding curves for ipc and ipa (current 

density) as a function of ν1/2 (d).  

 

Figure 2. Schematic representation of the assay. Exosomal RNA was isolated from exosome 

that derived from preconditioned media of motor neurons (ALS). Target miR-338-3p was 

hybridized with a biotinylated capture probe and streptavidin magnetic beads were then added 

to the mixture for magnetic isolation and purification. After magnetic purification, target 

miRNA were released from magnetic beads and allowed to adsorb onto the gold surface of 

AuNP-Fe2O3NC/SPCE electrode for electrochemical detection. The presence of adsorbed 

miRNA interact with positively charged MB+ redox molecules, and the amount of charge 

intercalation is measured by CC readout in the presence of 4 mM [Fe(CN)6]3- in 40 mM Tris-

HCl buffer (pH 7.4). In this electrocatalytic redox cycling process, electrons flow from the 

electrode surface to intercalated MB+ in miRNA, resulting in the formation of leucomethylene 

blue (LB+). It is reduced from of MB+. LB+ then reduces [Fe(CN)6]3-  in solution and thereby 

regenerating MB+ catalytically (redox-cycling).  

 

Figure 3. Assay specificity. CC (inset) charge density for the assays obtained for different 

target sequences (SPCE/miR-338-3p, SPCE/NC/miR-338-3p (control), SPCE/NC , 

SPCE/NC/miR-21 (wrong target), SPCE/NC/miR-338-3p/MB in 40 mM Tris-HCl buffer (pH 

7.4)  and  SPCE/NC/miR-338-3p/MB in 4 mM [Fe(CN)6]3- in 40 mM Tris-HCl buffer (pH 7.4) 

for redox cycle. Concentration of miR-21 and miR-338-3p were 10 pM (NC: AuNP-Fe2O3NC). 
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Figure 4. Assay sensitivity. CC curves showing amount of charge generated for the different 

concentration of starting miR-338-3p targets before (a; a-control; b to g-10 fM to 1 nM) and 

after (b; a-control; b to i -100 aM to 1 nM) coupling with [Fe(CN)6]3- (redox cycle). The figure, 

c and d show the analogous bar diagrams (inset; linear calibration plots) before (c) and after 

coupling with [Fe(CN)6]3 (d). 

 

Figure 5. Assay performance on clinical samples. a) The electrochemical signal obtained from 

sample C1, C2, and P1 to P3 in week 2 and week 4 intervals, where C1 and C2 represent the 

motor neuron samples from healthy patients and P1, P2 and P3 represent motor neuron samples 

from ALS patients. b) RT-qPCR validation of exosomal miR-338-3p expression levels in the 

two healthy control samples and three ALS samples over the two and four weeks of motor 

neuron differentiation. Below: Corresponding p values obtained using two-way ANOVA 

comparing the control (healthy) samples and ALS patient’s samples. 
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Supporting Information 

Experimental 

Materials. Reagent grade methylene blue (MB), phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) tablet (0.01 

M diphosphate buffer, 0.0027 M potassium chloride and 0.137 M sodium chloride, pH 7.4 at 

25 oC) and cyclic AMP were purchased from Sigma Life Science (Australia). Analytical grade 

hydrochloric acid (HCl) was purchased from Chem-supply (Australia). N-2, B27, GlutaMAX, 

MEM non-essential amino acids supplements, accutase, collagen, laminin, fibronectin and 

neurobasal media were purchased from Life technologies, (Australia). Human FGF-2, glial cell 

line-derived neurotrophic factor and purmorphamine were obtained from miltenyi biotec 

(Australia).  Tris was obtained from VWR Life science (Australia), glassy carbon electrode 

(GCE) was purchased from CH instrument (USA).  Screen-printed carbon electrode (SPCE) 

with a three-electrode system printed on a ceramic substrate (length 34 × width 10 × height 5 

mm) (DRP-150) from Dropsens (Spain). In the three-electrode system, working (4 mm 

diameter), counter and reference electrodes were carbon, platinum, and silver-modified. All 

chemical and reagent were used as received without additional purification. UltrapureTM 

DNase/RNase-free distilled water (Invitrogen, Australia) was used throughout the experiments. 

Oligonucleotides were acquired from Integrated Technologies, USA and sequences are shown 

in Table S1. 

Instrumentations. Electrochemical measurements have carried out using a CHI650 

electrochemical workstation. (CH instrument, USA). Cyclic voltammetry (CV) and 

chronocoulometry (CC) performed in a single-compartment cell with a 3-mL volume and using 

in SPCE. A conventional three-electrode system, comprising a bare or modified GCE, a 

platinum auxiliary electrode, and an Ag/AgCl3 1.0 M NaCl reference electrode (CH instrument, 

Inc. USA), was used for the measurement of electrocatalytic activity. The CV was measured 

between -200 and 600 mV unless stated otherwise. CC was carried out between 0 and -500 
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mV, 25 ms pulse width, and 2 ms sample interval. A temperature and time control ultrasonic 

water bath (Soniclean, Australia) was applied for the dispersion of AuNP-Fe2O3NC nano-

hybrid before applying to the electrode surface. 

Electrocatalytic activity.  A GCE (3 mm diameter) was polished using 0.3 and 0.05 mm 

alumina slurry (CH Instrument, Inc. USA) followed by rinsing with an adequate amount of 

water. After successive sonication with ethanol and water, the electrode was again rinsed 

thoroughly using DI water, allowed it to dry at room temperature and gave a mirror surface. 

To assess the electrocatalytic activity of AuNP-Fe2O3NC, 5 μg (1 μg/μL) of a colloidal 

suspension of AuNP-Fe2O3NC were drop-dried onto the surface of the clean GCE electrode 

and allowed to dried. The cyclic voltammetry was then performed at room temperature with 

the conventional three-electrode system using AuNP-Fe2O3NC-modified GCE as the working 

electrode. 

Determination of the surface area of the electrodes. The actual areas of both GCE and SPCE 

were determined by the measurement of the peak current acquired as a function of scan rate 

under cyclic voltammetric conditions for the one-electron reduction of [Fe(CN)6]3- [2.0 mM in 

PBS (0.5 M KCl)] and using the Randles-Sevcik equation (eq 1),[S1] 

2/12/12/35 )1069.2( νCADnip ×= ... ... ... … … (1)   

where ip is the peak current (A), n is the number of electrons transferred (Fe3+ → Fe2+, n = 1), 

A is the effective area of the electrode (cm2), D is the diffusion coefficient of [Fe(CN)6]3- (taken 

to be 7.60 × 10-5 cm2s-1), C is the concentration (mol cm-3), ν is the scan rate (Vs-1). 

Cell culture and cell culture media collection. Skin samples were collected from two healthy 

individuals and three ALS patients, and human feeder-free iPSCs were generated as previously 

described.[S-S3] The iPSCs were confirmed pluripotent by Pluritest and were karyotyped to 

verify the lack of chromosomal changes during reprogramming. The iPSCs were cultured on 

Matrigel (Corning) coated tissue culture plates in TeSR-E8 (Stem Cell Technologies) at 37 °C, 
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5% CO2 in a humidified incubator. Differentiation of iPSCs to motor neurons was performed 

as previously described.[S4-S5] Using cell scrapers, iPSC colonies were detached from the plate 

and cultured in a non-tissue culture plate for 4 days in neural induction media (DMEM/F12 

media supplemented with 1% N-2, 0.4% B27, 1% GlutaMAX, 1% MEM non-essential amino 

acids) to form embryoid bodies. Embryoid bodies were then collected and plated onto tissue 

culture plates coated with 20 µg/mL of laminin in neural induction media.  Half media changes 

were performed every other day, and 2.5 ng/mL FGF-2 was added to the media once radially 

organised structures (neural rosettes) were observed. After approximately 1 week, neural 

rosettes were isolated and dissociated to single cells using 1x accutase, plated onto tissue 

culture plates coated with 0.1 mg/mL collagen I (Life Technologies), 20 µg/mL laminin and 

20 µg/mL fibronectin at a density of approximately 4000 cells/cm2. Half media changes were 

performed every other day with neuronal precursor cell media (DMEM/F12 supplemented with 

1% N-2, 0.5% B27, 1% Glutamax, 1% MEM non-essential amino acids and 10 ng/mL   FGF-

2) for 1 week. Cells were then passaged and plated onto tissue culture plates coated with 

20 μg/mL laminin and 10 μg/mL fibronectin. Half media changes were performed every other 

day for 4 days in neuronal precursor cell media. The remaining cells were treated with an 

increasing concentration of retinoic acid (Sigma Aldrich) over 3 days (0.1 µM on day 1, 0.2 

µM on day 2, 0.3 µM on day 3) and on the third day, 2 µM purmorphamine was also included 

in the media. Cells were then grown in motor neuron precursor cell media (neurobasal media 

supplemented with 0.5% N2, 1% Glutamax, 1% MEM non-essential amino acids, 5 ng/mL   

FGF-2, 0.1 µm retinoic acid (Sigma Aldrich) and 2 µM puramorphamine for 1 week with media 

changes performed every other day. Finally, motor neurons were matured over a period of 4 

weeks in motor neuron media (neurobasal media supplemented with 0.5% N-2, 0.2% B27, 1% 

Glutamax, 1% MEM non-essential amino acids, 10 ng/mL glial cell line-derived neurotrophic 

factor, 10 ng/mL brain-derived neurotrophic factor, 10 ng/mL insulin-like growth factor 1 
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(STEMCELL Technologies) and 10 ng/mL cyclic AMP. Half media changes were performed 

every other day. At 2 and 4 weeks of motor neuron differentiation, the conditioned media was 

collected and stored at 4 °C until exosome isolation for subsequent miRNA analysis.  

Probe hybridization and magnetic isolation of target miRNA (miR-338-3p) 

Target miRNA was captured by hybridizing with a capture probe followed by biotinylated 

magnetic beads functionalization and magnetic isolation and heat release of miRNA by our 

previous method.[S6-S7] Briefly, for probe hybridization 10µL of exosomal small RNA, were 

mixed with 10 μL of 10 μM biotinylated capture probes. The mixture was heated at 65°C for 

two minutes and placed on a thermo-mixture under stirring for 1 hour at room temperature. For 

magnetic isolation, 10µL of commercial streptavidin-labelled magnetic beads (Dynabeads® 

MyOne™ Streptavidin C1, Invitrogen, Australia) was washed with 2×B&W solution and 

resuspended in 10 μL of 2× B&W buffer. The resuspended dynabeads were then added to the 

prepared capture probe-exosomal small RNA hybrid, mixed thoroughly, and incubated on a 

thermos-mixer for 30 min at room temperature to allow dynabeads labelling of capture probes 

via biotin-streptavidin interactions. After the incubation and washing with a B&W solution, 

the miRNA attached beads were isolated with an external magnet and resuspended in 9 µL of 

RNase free water. The resuspended miRNA-hybrid mixture was heated for 2 min at 95oC, and 

the bead was immediately attached with a magnet and supernatant containing the desired 

miRNA was collected. Before applying miRNA on to AuNP-Fe2O3NC-modified electrode, the 

miRNA was diluted two times with 5×SSC buffer. 

Electrocatalytic detection of adsorbed microRNA 

Chronocoulometric measurements were carried out in 40 mM Tris-HCl buffer (pH 7.4) in 

absence and presence of 2.0 µM MB with a potential step of 5 mV, pulse width of 250 ms, and 

a sample interval of 2 min. For detecting miRNA, 5 µL of AuNP-Fe2O3NC (5 mg/mL) was 

added on the SPCE. The electrode was then positioned on a permanent magnet. 5 μL of target 
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miRNA sample was then incubated onto the magnetically attached AuNP-Fe2O3NC/SPCE 

surface for 30 min followed by PBS washing. The electrode was then incubated with 7 μL of 

2.0 μM MB so that positively charged MB+ can bound with the negatively charged phosphate 

backbone of adsorbed miRNA. The electrode was then washed with PBS before performing 

CC measurement. CC measurement was then carried out in 40 mM Tris-HCl buffer (pH 7.4) 

in the presence of 4.0 mM [Fe(CN)6]3-  in 40 mM Tris-HCl buffer (pH 7.4). Using CC, the 

amount of miRNA adsorbed onto the AuNP-Fe2O3NC/SPCE surface was then calculated from 

the number of cationic redox molecules (MB) electrostatically associated with the surface-

attached anionic phosphate backbone of miRNA. The total charge Q at a time t can be 

expressed by the integrated Cottrell equation;[S1] 

0
2/1

2/1

*
0

2/1
02

Γ++= nFAQtCnFAQ dlπ
… … … … … (2) 

where n is the number of electrons involved in electrode reaction, F is Faraday constant 

(C/equivalent), A is the electrode area (cm2), Do is the diffusion coefficient (cm2/s), Co* is the 

bulk concentration (mol/cm2), 0Γ  is representing the amount of MB-confined near electrode 

surface and nFA 0Γ  (known as surface excess) is the charge obtained by adsorbed miRNA. CC 

curves were constructed by plotting the charge flowing through the RNA-attached electrode 

versus square-root of time (t1/2/s1/2) in the presence and absence MB. Q and Qdl were estimated 

from the intercept of these two curves at t = 0.  Therefore, Q represents the total charge 

comprising both Faradic and non-Faradic (capacitive) charges. Hence, the corresponding 

charge of MB (electrostatically bound to surface-confined RNA) can be calculated as,  

QRNA = Q - Qdl … … … … … (3) 

And the saturated surface density of MB could be used to calculate surface attached miRNA 

using the following equation; 

=ΓRNA
(QRNA NA/nFA)(z/m) … … … … … (4) 
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where n is the number of electrons involved in the reaction (n = 1), A is the working 

electrode area, NA is the Avogadro’s number, m is the number of nucleotides in the RNA, and 

z is the charge of redox molecules (for MB, z = 1). 

Statistical analysis. Two sample comparisons were tested for statistical significance using a 

two-way ANOVA. P-values < 0.05 were considered statistically significant. 

qRT-PCR validation. The extracted small RNA was converted to cDNA using the MiScript 

reverse transcription kit (Qiagen, Hilden, NRW, Germany) following published protocols.[S8] 

The cDNA samples were aliquoted at 30 ng µL−1 and stored at −20 °C until further use for RT-

qPCR analysis. The expression level of miRNA-338-3p was quantified using RT-qPCR. The 

reaction mixture was in a total volume of 10 µL comprising 5.0 µL of a 2× SensiMix SYBR 

No-ROX master mix (Bioline, London, UK), 1.0 µL each of 1.0 µmol µL−1 primer, 1.0 µL of 

cDNA (30 ng µL−1 ) and 2.0 µL of nuclease-free water. Thermal cycling was initiated with a 

first denaturation step at 95 °C for 10 min followed by 40 cycles of 95 °C for 15 s 

(denaturation), 57 °C for 30 s (annealing), and 72 °C for 30 s (extension). Assays were 

accomplished in triplicate to verify the results and a non-template control was included in all 

the experiments.  
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Supplementary Figures 

 

Figure S1. (a) Represents the modification of a GCE by AuNPs-Fe2O3NC for interrogating 

catalytic activity of NCs towards the redox process of MB; (b) and (c) depicts the calibration 

curve of the square root of potential (scan rate) vs. current density obtained from scan rate 

study of bare GCE towards reduction and oxidation process of MB respectively. The CV curve 

obtained from the interrogation of different scan rate ranging from 10 to 1500 mVs-1 using a 

bare GCE is figured in d. Figure e and f represents the calibration curve of the square root of 

potential (scan rate) vs. current density obtained from the scan rate study of AuNPs-Fe2O3NC-

modified GCE towards reduction and oxidation process of MB respectively. 
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Figure S2. Amperometric responses of AuNP-Fe2O3NC-modified GCE with the successive 

addition of MB solution (0 to 200 µM) into 0.01 M PBS (pH-7) (a); the corresponding 

calibration plot (b), which reflects the sensor reached saturation of MB at 150 µM level of MB. 

 

 

Figure S3. SEM image of Fe2O3NC 
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Figure S4. (a) The CV and (b) DPV responses obtained at an AuNP-Fe2O3NC-modified SPCE 

in 2 mM [Fe(CN)6]3- system (0.01 M PBS, pH 7.4) 

 

 

Figure S5. Optimization of the sensor performances: a) amount of nanocube and b) microRNA 

incubation time (in min). QmiRNA was measured at SPCE/AuNP-Fe2O3NC/miRNA (10 pM) 

electrode using MB/[Fe(CN)6]3-/4- system. 
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Figure S6. Stability of the sensor design. 10 consecutive CC runs of the SPCE/AuNP-

Fe2O3NC/miRNA (10 pM) electrode using MB/[Fe(CN)6]3-/4- system. Inset: corresponding CC 

curve.  
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Table 

 

Table S1. Oligonucleotide sequences 

Oligos 5 ́-Sequences-3 ́ 

Biotinylated miR-338-3p capture 

probe 
CAA CAA AAU CAC UGA UGC UGG A/3Biotin/ 

Synthetic miR-338-3p sequence UCC AGC AUC AGU GAU UUU GUU G 

Synthetic miR-21 sequence AUA GAA AAC UUC ACU GGG UCG GUC A 

 

 

Table S2. Comparison of nanostructure-based approaches of electrochemical detection of 

miRNA 

Assay Target LOD Comparison 
of LOD 

(approx.) 

Remarks Ref. 

Core–Satellite structure of 
magnetic nanobeads-
quantum bead-based 
fluorescent detection 

miRNA-
296-5p 

and 
miRNA-

16-5p 

1 fM 10 
magnitude 
order lower 
(1fM versus 
100 aM) 

It involves duplex-specific 
nuclease (DSN)-assisted 
target recycling.   

[S9] 

Carbon-dot and PDA-Fe3O4 
based miRNA detection 
using FRET 

miR167 76 pM ~104 

magnitudes 
lower (76 
pM versus 
100 aM) 

It involves two sets of 
nanostructures 

[S10] 

Magnetic nanoparticles )as 
reaction platform for pre-
concentration and selective 
separation and ligation 
reaction support) based 
fluorescent detection 

miR149 314 
fM 

~ 30 
magnitude 
order lower 
(314 fM 
versus 100 
aM) 

Required complicated 
surface modification and 
enzymatic 
(ligase)amplifications 

[S11] 

AuNP/GO nanocomposite 
and duplex-specific 
nuclease (DSN)-assisted 
target recycling for miRNa 
detection 

let-7b 1.5 fM ~6.5 
magnitude 
order lower 
(1.5 fM 
versus 100 
aM) 

Involve enzymatic 
cleavage and need in-situ 
formation of 
nanocomposite 

[S12] 
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SiO2@CdTe NPs and 3D 
DNA nanomachine based 
fluorescent detection 

miR-
141 

0.21 
pM 

~ 50 
magnitude 
order lower 
(0.21 pM 
versus 100 
aM) 

Involves shopisticated 
functionalization 
chemistry 

[S13] 

mSiO2@CdTe@SiO2 
mesoporous nanospheres 
and Fe3O4@Au NPs based 
ECL detection  

33 fM miR-
182 

~ 33 
magnitude 
order lower 
(33 fM 
versus 100 
aM) 

The assay involves two 
sets of Nps and enzymatic 
cleavage (DSN) 

[S14] 

Electrical silicon nanowires 
(SiNW) biosensor based on 
peptide nucleic acid (PNA) 

let-7b 
and 

let-7c 

1fM 1 magnitude 
order 1ower 
(100 fM 
versus 100 
aM) 

Detection is based on 
tedious, time-consuming 
PNA functionalization of 
SiNW followed by 
hybridization with target 
miRNA.  

[S15] 

Electrochemical detection 
based on Poly(A) 
Extensions   

miR-
107 

10 fM ~102 

magnitude 
lower  (10 
fM versus 10 
0 aM) 

This techniques utilizes E. 
Coli Poly(A) extension 
reaction, required 
incubation time and 
heating. 

[S6] 

Chronocoulometric 
detection based on rolling 
circle amplification (RCA) 

miR-
143 

100 
fM 

~103 

magnitude 
lower  (100 
fM versus 10 
0 aM) 

This platform uses 
complicated RCA 
amplification, and usually 
is not capable of 
amplifying a satisfactory 
length of nucleic acids  

 
[S16] 

Differential pulse 
voltammetry using a redox 
complex of osmium (VI) 
and 2,2′- 
bipyridine 

miR-
261 and 

miR-
522 

2 nM ~106 
magnitude 
order lower 
(2nM versus 
100 aM) 

 In this methods, labelling 
of miRNA with 
Os(VI)bipy may increase 
the risk of contamination 
or sample degradation. 

[S17] 

Chronocoulometric 
detection based on 
electrocatalytic nanoporous 
nuperparamagnetic 
nanocubes. 

miR-
338-3p 

100 
aM 

This work This assay exploits 
magnetic nanoparticle-
based intimate mixing, 
separation and purification 
of miRNA to reduce the 
matrix effects of the 
biological samples. It’s 
avoid conventional 
hybridization chemistries 
and need of tags or 
labelling or enzymatic 
amplifications. 

This 
work 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/chemistry/meso-porosity
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/chemistry/nanosphere
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